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Adding Decals to the RockSim 3D Image
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In this article, I’ll show you the easiest way to apply 
decals to a RockSim v8 design, so that your creations 
are really awesome looking. I know a lot of people share 
RockSim design files with their friends, and this will make 
them envious of your artistic talents.

Preliminaries: Setting Up RockSim

By default, the decal feature in RockSim is not turned 
on. It takes a little more graphics horsepower to render 
the artwork on your rocket, which could slow down the 3D 
image, especially when you’re trying to rotate it in different 
directions. If you have a fast computer, you probably won’t 
even notice the slowdown.

To turn it on, go to the “Preferences” menu and then to 
the “3D Rendering” tab and select the checkbox: “Render 
Textures on Parts” as shown in Figure 1.

individual decal to the rocket in one location. The proper 
technique is to create a full wrap around the entire rocket 
from the top of the part to the base. Applying paint patterns 
in RockSim 8 is not hard if you think of it as applying a wrap 
to the rocket.

Technically, putting a pattern on the rocket image is 
called placing a “texture wrap.” You’re wrapping a “texture” 
image around the part. In RockSim, you can wrap a texture 
around any part, from the nose cone, fins, tubes, and those 
internal parts.

The technical aspects of wrapping textures are de-
scribed in the RockSim help manual (../RockSim 8/docs/
RockSim.pdf). For this article, I’m taking a lot of the infor-
mation from the manual.

The first step in applying a decal is to make the artwork 
itself. For this, you’ll need a computer drawing or painting 
program. Examples are MS Paint, Corel Draw, Adobe Illus-
trator, and Adobe Photoshop. You just want to find software 
that will help you create the artwork for the wrap, and save 
it to your computer. Find free graphic programs at: http://
www.freebyte.com/graphicprograms/.

To make things easier, I recommend creating a new 
folder on your computer to store the RockSim design and 
the decal files. By having everything in one spot, it will be 
easier to share your rocket designs and the decal wraps 
with other folks. You can just grab and send your friends 
the entire folder. That way they’ll have all the files they 
need to view your great design.

When it comes to saving the artwork you’ve made, you 

Figure 1: Start by setting up RockSim’s preferences to 
allow textures.

There is another checkbox that says “Render internal 
surface details” that can also affect decal placement. We’ll 
talk about this later in the article when we get to decal 
placement on the nose cone, but you’ll find out that it is 
possible to place decals on internal parts too. You might 
have a tube inside a payload bay, and you can wrap it with 
an image of your electronics package, to make it look like a 
real gizmo!

Mistakes to Avoid that Will Save You Time

The most common mistake people make when trying 
to decorate their rocket in RockSim is to try to apply a small 

Figure 2: The “S” axis runs along the length of the 
body tube of the rocket.
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can use a number of different image formats, including .jpg, 
.gif, and .png. The .jpg is the most common, but .gif and 
.png allow for transparent parts. This is useful if you wanted 
to put a decal on a clear payload tube.

Before you start creating your artwork, I’d like you to try 
to understand the coordinate system that is used when the 
artwork is applied to the rocket.

The “S” axis is the long axis of the rocket, and the “R” 
axis is perpendicular to the long axis of the rocket. The “R” 
portion of the decal will wrap around the perimeter of the 
body tube. Figure 2 shows what a rocket coordinate system 
looks like.

Now here’s the mentally tricky part. Your natural instinct 
is that the top of the rocket is going to be at the top of the 
paper as you’re creating the artwork. But actually, the top 
of the artwork will be at the bottom of the computer screen. 
Look again at the decal shown in Figure 2. Notice that the 
+S direction is oriented down. When it is applied to the 
rocket, it points forward. Once you get your mind around 
this quirk, the rest is easy.

There are a number of options you have as far as posi-
tioning the wrap on the rocket as shown in Figure 3.

gee Avion (http://www.Apog-
eeRockets.com/avion.asp) rocket 
(BT-50 tube that is 11 inches 
long), I’d start by making a 
rectangle in the drawing program 
that is 11 inches long, and 3.066 
inches wide. The width is found 
by multiplying the diameter times 
pi (3.14). Since it has a diameter 
of .976 inches, the circumference 
of the tube is 3.066 inches.

Orient the rectangle so that 
the long axis goes up and down 
on the computer. Color the rect-
angle the color you are going to 
paint the rocket. Then place your 
decal on the rectangle. In Figure 
4, I just used the Apogee logo. In 
Figure 5, you’ll see how it looks 
when applied to the rocket tube.

For the positioning on the 
rocket, I set the R and S origin 
and position to 0.00, and the 
scale factor to 1 for both. All the check-boxes are un-

Figure 3: RockSim gives you many ways to orient the 
texture to the part. We’ll simplify for this article.

I fi nd it easiest to just make one wrap that will com-
pletely cover the surface of the part. For example, when 
making a decal to cover the body tube, I’d size it so that it 
covers the entire surface area of the body tube. That way 
you don’t have to worry about adjusting some of the po-
sitioning parameters. I’ll show you how this is done in this 
article.

Figure 4 shows the full-wrap artwork that will be applied 
to the rocket. First, we have to get the size of the rectangle 
to the correct proportions.

For example, if you wanted to put a decal on the Apo-

Figure 4: A simple de-
cal wrap for the tube 
of the rocket.

Figure 5: The texture wrap applied to the rocket. Note 
the values of the origin and position are all zero.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/avion.asp
http://www.apogeerockets.com/avion.asp
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• Economical Educational Software
• Kid-Friendly: Easy-to-use Design Interface
• Determine if Rockets are Stable and Safe to Fly
• Find out How High and Fast They’ll Travel

Launch Success Begins with RockSim

 • Dream It!
 • Design It!
 • Simulate It!
 • Build It!
 • Fly It!

Get your free demo today!

checked. When you do this, it should wrap the artwork 
completely around the rocket.

If your rocket is really big, then making a 1-to-1 scale 
version of the decal may not be practical. In that case, 
make a scale version of the decal. If everything is exactly 
proportional, then RockSim will automatically scale it to fit 
the tube. The only difference is that the decal will be more 
pixilated looking because RockSim had to enlarge it up a 
bit to fit the rocket tube.

See how simple it was to wrap artwork around the 
tube?

One issue that you may come across is mixing colors 
as the wrap is applied over the top of a colored tube. Every-
thing I’ve applied to the rocket up to this point has been put 
onto a white tube. If you have a colored part, RockSim will 
mix the colors. For example, the decal in Figures 4 and 5 
has a blue background. If it is applied to a yellow colored 
tube, the final image will be green, as shown in Figure 6.

Once you do that, you can go to the fin editor screen, 
and you’ll find a button on the bottom of the screen that 
says “Export Template” as shown in Figure 8.

When you click this button and export the template, 
you’ll have two format choices: CSV and SVG. I choose 
SVG, which stands for “Scalable Vector Graphics.” This file 
format can be opened up in a drawing program like Adobe 
Illustrator. That’s good for me, since that is what I use to 
create decals for rockets.

If the program that you use to make your own decals 

Continued on page 5

Figure 6: The blue wrap applied to a yellow tube will 
make a green rocket. Always set your parts to white.

 I suggest that you make your parts white, and color the 
background of the artwork to the color you plan on paint-
ing the rocket. That way you won’t have to worry about the 
colors being mixed.

Applying Decals to Fins

You can apply a texture image to any part on the 
rocket. The fins are probably the hardest, and I’ll tell you up 
front that it will take a little bit more work. But I’ll try to show 
you the simplest way.

Like the body tube, the key to getting a good looking 
decal placement on the fin is to create a wrap that covers 
the surface of the fin.

For starters, you’ll need an exact fin shape pattern onto 
which you’ll create your artwork. Getting this pattern is easy 
using RockSim. You simply export out the fin template. To 
do this, you must turn on the “Allow template exports” from 
the “Miscellaneous” tab in the preferences menu, as shown 
in Figure 7.

Figure 7: To export fin templates, you have to turn on 
the feature first in RockSim’s preferences.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/rocksim.asp
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Continued on page 6

doesn’t open this format, then you’ll have to draw a 1-to-1 
scale drawing of your fin first.

Once you have your outline of the fin (See Figure 9), 

you can create the artwork that will go on the fin. As before, 
color the background of the fin with the choice of color that 
you’ll be painting the rocket. 

As done previously, set the R and S origin and posi-
tion to 0.00 and the scale factor to 1 for both. Again, all the 
check-boxes are unchecked. We want to keep the values 
simple so that it is easy to apply the decal to the right loca-
tion on the rocket, as shown in Figure 10.

There are two things you’ll notice in Figure 10. First, 
is that on one side of each fin the artwork is flipped. It will 
read backwards. Second, you’ll notice that the edges look 
translucent. It is almost as if the fins were made from plexi-

Adding Decals to the RockSim 3D Image
Continued from page 4

Figure 8: The export template button is on the bottom 
of the part screen.

RockSim Export Final Artwork
Figure 9: The exported fin planform, and the final art-
work that we want to apply the fin’s surface.

Available Online &
Worldwide through
Quality Hobby Shops
& Online Retailers

Trust Sunward for a complete line of Model Rocket Kits and Parts including:
       Tubes, Baffles, Connectors, Mounting Kits, Balsa & Plastic Nose 
       Cones, Nylon Parachutes, motor cluster cables, and NOMEX 
       flame resistant blankets and  shock cord protectors.

CHECK OUT OUR SCRATCH AND CLONE BUILDER PARTS
Browse online our large lineup of BT50, BT56, BT60, and BT70
based Model Rockets Kits.
www.sunward1.com  info@sunward1.com

Direct 416-953-1847  fax 416-245-7985

http://www.sunward1.com
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glass and then the artwork was applied to the flat surfaces. 
Unfortunately, there is nothing we can do about either. 
That’s just the way RockSim’s graphics placement works.

Adding Decals to the RockSim 3D Image
Continued from page 5

Applying Textures to Nose Cones

Finally, applying a decal wrap to a nose cone is a lot 
like making the wrap for a tube. First of all, the orientation is 

Dollar for dollar, you’ll see the most results by advertising in the 
Peak-of-Flight Newsletter. In fact, I guarantee it. If you don’t see 

more results from your advertisement in the Peak-of-Flight News-
letter, I’ll run your advertisment for two more issues at NO COST!

Call us at: (719) 535-9335

You get:
(4) AT 41/18
(2) AT 56/18
(2) AT 66/18
(1) AC-56
(1) AC-66

Price: $18.00
You Save: $3.34

You get:
(4) AT 13/18
(4) AT 18/18
(4) AT 24/18
(4) AT 29/13

Price: $25.00
From Estes, you would 
spend over $43.60!

http://www.ApogeeRockets.com/body_tubes.com

Figure 10: The fin decal wrap applied. Note that one fin 
is reversed, and the edges look translucent.

Shoulder

Nose Tip Down

Figure 11: The nose cone pattern wrap looks a lot like 
the body tube wrap.

going to be “nose-tip-down” as shown in Figure 11.

The width of the decal will again be equal to the circum-
ference of the tube. The proper length gets a little bit tricky. 
It depends on whether or not you have the checkbox that 
reads “Render internal surface details” checked. See the 
very beginning of this article when we turned on the prefer-

Continued on page 7

http://www.apogeerockets.com/
http://www.apogeerockets.com/body_tubes.asp
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Model Rocket Design and Simulation
©2007 Paul L. Fossey, PKF Systems
www.RockSim-Pro.com
Windows and Macintosh CD
Version: 1

www.ApogeeRockets.com
 3355 Fillmore Ridge Heights
Colorado Springs, CO, 80907
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• Speeds up to Mach 10
• Altitudes up to 392.7 miles
• Reads RockSim design fi les
• Create landing zone patterns in Google Earth
• See a 3D trajectory path
• Developed for university researchers and aero-

space professionals.

Sim Your Rockets With The Confi dence 
of 6-Degrees-of-Freedom

RS-PRO is a 6-degree-of-freedom rocket simulator to fi nd the behavior 
of high-performance rockets. It picks up where RockSim leaves off:

www.ApogeeRockets.com/RS-PRO.asp
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ences for RockSim for a reminder about this..

If you have “Render Internal surface details” turned 
on, then the length of the wrap must include the length of 
the shoulder on the nose cone. So the overall length of the 
wrap is the nose cone length plus the shoulder length.

If you turned off the “Render internal surface details”, 
then RockSim will shrink the wrap to only position it on the 
exposed portion of the nose cone. You can see the differ-
ences in Figure 12.

Figure 12: The wrap can span the shoulder of the nose 
cone if you allow it. The same artwork was applied to 
both noses. Note the shoulder line on the artwork.

I think you’ll be able to fi gure out the length to make the 
decal pattern on the nose. Once you’re done, you’ll should 
get something that looks like Figure 13.

Because of the diameter of the nose cone varies from 
the tip to the base, the artwork is distorted to fi t the nose. It 
will be skinnier towards the tip. This might make decals with 

text a little hard to read. But this is usually advantageous. 
If you have a regular pattern, RockSim will automatically 
mold it to follow the surface of the nose cone. For example, 
Figure 14 shows an example of a wrap with parallel lines 

Continued on page 8

Figure 13: The Apogee logo decal from Figure 11 ap-
plied to the fi nal rocket.

Figure 14: RockSim will conform the rectangular pat-
tern to the shape of the nose cone.

http://www.apogeerockets.com/RS-PRO.asp
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Staging Electronics
• Designed to ignite the top 
motor in two-stage rockets.

• Provides an easy way to 
stage composite propel-

lant motors
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• Fires off igniters after a 
preprogrammed amount of 

time following liftoff
• G-switch senses liftoff and 

insures against a false launch-
detection

• Small, lightweight design is great 
for skinny rockets

• Easy-to-use, and will fire off any ig-
niter, including clusters!

www.ApogeeRockets.com/Staging_Timer.aspBattery, battery connector, mounting 
board and igniter are not incuded.
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that are distorted so they all meet at the point of the nose 
cone. This could come in really handy if your design has 
roll patterns on the nose cone, like the DynaStar Sky Tor-
pedo rocket kit.

Adding graphics to your RockSim files is a lot of fun. 
Don’t be afraid to play around with your artwork, as that 
can help solve placement issues too. I’m always amazed 
at how great designs look when they are completed with 
graphics. Give it a try, and send me some images of your 
rockets. I’d love to see what you come up with.
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Positioning fields in RockSim

There are a lot of other ways to position the wraps in 
RockSim. I didn’t cover them here, because they are a little 
harder to work with. If you want to learn about them, see 
the help documentation that comes with RockSim. 

Conclusion:

Figure 15: Roll pattern decals applied to DynaStar Sky 
Torpedo nose cone in RockSim.
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